Weekly Regional HOG PRICE Report
Things to Consider….
Over the last month lean hog futures have given
producers something to look forward to, as remaining
2022 and early 2023 contracts returned to annual highs.
With August expiry just days away, October will assume
the lead month position and although it carries a steep
$22 US per cwt discount to August, it traded to a new
high this week topping $100.95 US per cwt, a price not
seen since March 31, 2022, when it traded at $100.85.
A key factor to consider in the current rally is the level
of open interest traded in lean hogs since mid-June.
Open interest represents the number of contracts open
at a specific point in time (in this case weekly), not to be
confused with trade volume which is the number of
trades that are completed for a specific contract on a
given day or week. As an example, the same contract
could be traded 10 times in a day which would mean
open interest would be 1, trade volume would be 10.
Open interest is an indication of “interest” in a specific
commodity. When open interest rises, it typically
means there are more individuals seeking to participate
in the commodity. In the graph shown above, it
appears the interest is on the buying side from the large
specs. The Commitment of Trader’s graph illustrates
that the net long position for the large spec had
dwindled from February to May alongside a crashing
open interest number, however since May both open
interest and the net long position for large specs have
risen.
As of this week speculative buying appears to continue
providing the underlying support. Producers now need
to decide when a good time may be to pull the trigger
on selling a portion of their 2022 and 2023 production.
Contract highs are providing a profitable hedge value
for most Canadian hog producers and should be
considered for those who currently do not have any
previous protection or for producers looking to extend
coverage for the end of the year.
Although further upside is expected likely for another
week or 2, the current rally will eventually see selling
pressure as packer margins again reverted to negative
levels with firm cash colliding with a stable pork
complex.
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Weekly Hog Price Recap
Regional and national cash hogs varied as rises
early on offset later declines, with Tuesday and
Wednesday especially higher. Alternatively, CME
cash improved more moderately with declines
recorded mid-week. Wholesale pork primal values
were mixed however heavier declines in butts and
ribs weighed US pork cutout $0.69/cwt under the
previous week's average.
Canadian market hog values improved generally $4-$6 per hog on the week. The OlyW 21 rose $6.80/hog, while
the OlyW 20 was up $5.85/hog and BP/TC improved $4.85/hog. The ML Sig 4 rose $6.10/hog, followed by hog
values out of Quebec were up $5.35/hog. Hog values out of Hylife improved $4.60/hog while those out of
Ontario were up $3.60/hog. In the US, Tyson slipped $0.65/hog lower while JM rose $4.80/hog from week ago
levels.

Weekly Hog Margins
Monitored Canadian hog margins strengthened on strongly improved hog values and a pullback in feed costs.
Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs declined $0.70/hog, while those in the monitored US region slipped
$0.20/hog from the week previous.
Hog margins out the OlyW20 strengthened $6.55 to $109/hog profits on the week, followed by those out of
Ontario which improved $4.30 to shy of $103/hog profits. Hog margins out of the ML Sig 4 strengthened $6.80
to $85.50/hog profits and Hylife margins were up $5.30 to $80.85/hog profits, while OlyW 21 margins
strengthened $7.50 to $78.10/hog profits and those out of Quebec improved $6 to $61.20/hog profits. In the
US, Tyson margins weakened $0.45 to $107.55/hog profits while JM strengthened $5 to $109.05/hog profits
from the previous week.

Tyson: $107.54 USD x 1.288 = $138.51 CAD
Morrell: $109.05 USD x 1.288 = $140.46 CAD
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